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OVERVIEW
Our research set out to determine:

● Any gender bias in uniform policies that are separated into girls and boys

● The extent to which schools impose traditional values of modesty

● Whether baseline figures on average uniform costs exclude factors impacting girls

METHODOLOGY
From March to June 2021 we researched the views of parents and guardians who follow
us on social media, working our way through hundreds of comments and messages on
the subject of school uniform. The majority of parents voiced concerns about secondary
school uniform (excluding P.E kit) and as such our research leaned more towards the 11+
age group, rather than primary school.

For every school that was signposted to us, we also looked at a further 4 state-funded
schools at random. We used individual school websites to ascertain school uniform
policies, and in some cases called the school directly to ask for clarity or confirmation of
key elements in our report. In total, we looked at the uniform policies of 40 schools in the
UK, plus an additional 24 schools that were the subject of negative press attention
around school uniform policies or the way those policies were enforced.
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SUMMARY OF OUR FINDINGS

School uniform policies that are split into ‘for girls’ and ‘for boys’ reinforce harmful
gender stereotypes.

By law, school uniforms don't have to be identical, in the same way some workplaces
have different uniforms for men and women, but the standards imposed by these policies
must be equal or schools could face a legal challenge based on sex discriminiation.

We looked at 40 state-funded schools in the UK, 6 primary and 34 secondary.

Over 70% of schools had uniform policies for girls that were either:

● Significantly more expensive than the boys uniform

● More expensive due to less generic bought anywhere items

● Used the term modesty in girls policies only

● Had much more specific and complex rules around dress codes for girls

● Did not permit girls to wear trousers

In some cases the cost of the ‘girls' school’ uniform was more than double that of the
boys. For example, an inner-city secondary school in the West Midlands allowed boys to
wear generic white shirts (average £3.94 each, according to government figures1) yet the
girls uniform specified a pink blouse, available from the named uniform supplier at £27.99
for 2.

In general, we found girls were expected to wear more branded uniform items (including
skirts, which were similar in cost to blazers), had less generic options and were required
to dress in winter and summer styles with a combination of tights, socks and in some
cases modesty shorts.

“At present research shows that rather than consistently challenging gender
stereotypes, in some schools these are unthinkingly exacerbated.”

Professor Becky Francis, UCL Institute of Education, Drawing the Future2

2 https://www.educationandemployers.org/drawing-the-future/

1 https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/cost-of-school-uniform-2015
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Although uniform rules vary between schools, having a separate dress code will impact
all parents and pupils the same way. Namely:

Stereotyping
● By reinforcing harmful gender stereotypes that impact future career choices

● Entrenches the idea girls and boys are inherently different

● Has the potential to maximise conscious/unconscious bias in teachers3

● Encourages gender based attitudes and behaviours amongst children

● Normalises modesty as a value system to police girls' bodies and behaviour

Cost
● Families with girls and boys buy double and can’t hand down

● Misleading ‘boys trousers’ or ‘girls trousers’ as a style, rather than fit

● Store bought multi-packs can’t be shared

● Halves choice when using second-hand clothing initiatives

Schools aren’t creating enough of the level playing field that advocates of school
uniform propose it should be.

Separate girls and boys policies reinforce gender stereotyping, solidifies conscious and
unconscious bias based on gender and has the potential to negatively impact young
people's aspirations and career paths. Stereotyping is after all a key component of
gender marketing (or market segmentation, based on ideas around gender) that splits
children’s  clothing into ‘this for girls,’ and ‘this for boys,’ regardless of any lack of physical
difference prior to puberty. The asinine assumption girls like pink and boys like blue, is
compounded by far more serious implications - such as ‘boys will be boys’ t-shirt slogans
(i.e promoting the idea boys are somehow not accountable for their actions), in
opposition to girls pigeonholed as flighty social butterflies. The attitude that ‘boys will be
boys’ is particularly pernicious, especially when schools talk about modesty and
protecting girls via uniform code.

“For a school to say that a girl's clothes will lead somehow inexorably to
inappropriate behaviour from males, or to their distraction, implies to boys and
men that their sexuality is uncontrollable, and unfortunately, for some men, this

3 https://education.gov.scot/media/vvogktrj/sci38-primary-action-guide.pdf
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attitude is magnified into a belief that they are not responsible for their actions
regarding women.”4

Marketer and writer, Marheen Behrana

Where you might expect dual ranges to account for physical disparities during and post
puberty, retailers are still quick to jump on assumptions about teenagers based on
gender. If you can’t see the implications in the classroom, then you are not paying
attention.

For example, boys casualwear is more likely to be marketed based on ideas around
being active, and rough with clothing (i.e trousers with reinforced knees, tough/hard
wearing school shoes) and designed with comfort and practical use in mind. Clothing
aimed at boys is therefore already more suited towards what school uniforms require.

Girls' high street clothing is more likely to be described as “stylish,” and designed fitted,
shorter in length and with a myriad of embellishments (such as metal charms and heart
buttons). For example, we found 32 types of skirts sold as schoolwear on the UK high
street, and only 2 of those styles weren't banned outright by one of the schools we
looked at.

Retailers have also been quick to capitalise on marketing modesty (or “cartwheel
shorts”5) in response to parents' fears, advice from schools and even concerns from Chief
Constable Simon Bailey6 (former National Police Chiefs Council, Safeguarding Lead), that
girls' clothing is a safeguarding issue. No one can doubt that skirts are less practical than
trousers, and that the very nature of skirts (as you move, or sit in them) impose ideas
about modesty, and in recent years, concerns over criminal behaviour such as
up-skirting. Far from protecting girls, or standing up for them against potentially
predatory, criminal behaviour (or educating boys), some schools appear to be actively
punishing girls for their uniform instead.

"It’s victim blaming girls from a young age. We should be teaching boys
boundaries and respect, not putting the emphasis on girls constantly."

Nicky Brennan, Birmingham Councillor and Cabinet Adviser for Domestic Abuse

Girls on the Everyones Invited website reported being made to kneel on the floor while
their hemlines were measured, while girls in Cannock were reprimanded in assembly for

6https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/parents-accuse-schools-of-body-shaming-as-girls-are-told-to-wear-short
s-under-skirts-hj6v2bdbl

5 https://www.gap.co.uk/gap/kids-pull-on-cartwheel-shorts-3-pack/000338181.html?

4 https://www.varsity.co.uk/comment/10133
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wearing skirts that were - on that day - considered too tight/short, to jeers of “slag” by
their male peers. Some schools listed body parts that girls were to keep covered at all
times, such as stomach, the top of the chest, shoulders, ankles, thighs and legs below the
knees. Boys on the other hand were just expected to be smart, and policy makers were
clearly less afraid of male knees etc.

Girls also have more rules to follow, including seasonal uniform (not referred to in the
governments 2015 uniform costs), and what to wear with trousers or skirts - the choice
requiring very different top body half apparel as well.

“Boys have got fewer rules to break than girls because there are no sexual
messages about boys’ uniforms. There are never any stipulations about how short
a boy’s shorts can be. But if we create rules about skirt lengths, those rules then
exist to be broken by girls.”7

Janet Daulby, Consultant for charity Driver Youth Trust

At some schools, Knee high socks proved too controversial, tights protected girls'
ambivalence to “how they are sitting” and members of the public were able to force a
school to change its uniform policy based on the “inappropriateness” of the girls uniform.
Even if trousers are the miracle solution to the perils of immodest clothing, boys are
certainly seen to have more bodily autonomy than girls.

For example, one primary school in the South West (an academy convertor, who only
permit girls to wear trousers in the winter) has included the following in their uniform
policy for boys and girls, ages 5 to 11 years old:

“We believe it is important that girls are helped to appreciate that modesty in
dress helps to demonstrate self-respect.”8

A secondary school sent a letter to parents following a clampdown on girls school
uniform and in the name of “protection,” included the following:

“We want the girls to be modest, to protect their self-respect.”9

9https://metro.co.uk/2016/04/18/headteacher-says-school-uniform-code-helps-protect-girls-who-are-not-ver
y-slim-against-bullying-5824907/

8 https://www.holycross.swindon.sch.uk/?page_id=419

7https://www.theguardian.com/education/2017/sep/19/school-trousers-skirts-equality-john-lewis-uniform?CM
P=Share_iOSApp_Other
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So are skirts the issue, or girls? Do girls have a modesty that needs protecting, and how
immodest can fully clothed girls actually be? Do modesty shorts protect girls in any way,
or are they just akin to wearing two pairs of underwear? If knickers were black to start
with, would that mean less of a problem for schools?

Where we found an example of girls feeling “vulnerable”10 as a result of a skirts-only
uniform policy (described on the schools website as “non-negotiable”), a case was made
in writing to the head by both pupils and parents. Almost 4 months on, and they are still
waiting for the board of governors to make a decision. What can possibly be the
reasoning behind making girls wear clothing that is less practical than trousers?

Clothing isn’t just about covering our bodies for warmth, or indeed modesty. Clothing
comes with rules and gender markers; it contributes to how we see ourselves, and how
others treat us; how we move and how we interact with our surroundings. The traditional
image of the school girl in skirt and knee high socks socialises girls into a particular set of
values that boys are not exposed to.  As Lord David Pannick QC states “At school, skirts
suggest a demeanour not required of boys.”11

Few reports that looked at gender equality in schools during the past decade looked at
the issue of uniform, including the joint National Education Union and UK Feminista
report Its just everywhere (2017) which specifically addressed sexism in schools and the
need for more training around gender equality:

“Over half (64%) of secondary school teachers are unsure or not aware of the
existence of any policies and practices in their school related to preventing
sexism. “12

Recommendations did include adoption of a school wide approach to sexism, but this
should happen from day one - when pupils turn up in their new uniforms, after all, what
we wear affects how we feel about ourselves, and each other.

Directly challenging gender bias is a key facet of recent work examining the harmful
impact of gender stereotyping on children, their aspirations and well being. For example,
in the report Boys Things and Girls Things the NEU state it is important to “encourage
children to reflect on how toys are marketed as being for ‘just’ boys or girls”13 - but
should clothing be any different? After all primary age children have near identical
measurements on high street sizing charts and are child shaped. At secondary level

13 https://neu.org.uk/media/2931/view

12 https://ukfeminista.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2017/12/Report-Its-just-everywhere.pdf

11 Lord David Pannick QC, “Girls – Why Shouldn’t They Wear the Trousers?” https://trousersforall.co.uk/

10 https://www.letclothesbeclothes.co.uk/post/trousers_should_be_in_every_school_uniform_policy
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puberty will dictate changes in sizing and body shape based on sex, but clothing types
and design should remain the same, i.e there is no reason why this should impact
uniform policy.

The Fawcett Society worked for 18 months on Unlimited Potential, Report of the
Commission on Gender Stereotypes in Early Childhood, and despite using the word
school 108 times, uniform is mentioned once in the entire report under what parents say:

“Boys wear trainers and trousers as uniform - allowing boys to play on all
equipment in appropriate clothes in all U.K. weather. My daughter can’t wear
trainers or trousers so is not in the most appropriate clothes for running, hanging
upside down and gets cold legs on the walk to school. All factors which
discourage her from using the school playground in the same way as her brother.
On the weekend at the park playground in appropriate clothes, my daughter fully
enjoys the playground as much or if not more than her brother.”14

Girl specific uniform represents and reinforces the performance of the girl stereotype.
This ritualised-girling15 (i.e learned gender appropriate behaviour) characterised by
assumptions of how girls should behave (and dress), which has led to a myriad of
negative outcomes for girls and women, most notably objectification and sexualisation -
the very thing proponents of modesty claim to protect girls from. Girls are accused of
raising hemlines (hemline length being the most common spec for skirt uniforms) but we
found no evidence schools were interested in finding out why. Looking modern is one
thing, but as a consequence of non-conformity (i.e appearing old fashioned) girls face
being ostracized by peers - i.e traditional garments in a progressive society are seen as
backward.16

While support for a more egalitarian national policy on uniform has been discussed in
Westminster and the devolved parliaments, only in Wales (in the form of a gender-neutral
uniform for all schools) has change been implemented. This was seen as an integral part
of making uniforms cheaper and more accessible with a nod to supporting pupils moving
towards gender reassignment (protected by the Equalities Act) or students who find
wearing certain clothing types distressing.17

17https://gov.wales/sites/default/files/publications/2019-07/statutory-guidance-for-school-governing-bodies-
on-school-uniform-and-appearance-policies.pdf

16 https://www.verywellmind.com/what-is-gender-schema-theory-2795205#citation-1

15https://www.ncgs.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/11/Ritualized-Girling-School-Uniforms-and-the-Compulsory
-Performance-of-Gender.pdf

14https://www.fawcettsociety.org.uk
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“Gender stereotypes shape self-perception, affect wellbeing, attitudes to
relationships and influence participation in the world of work. In a school
environment they affect a young person’s classroom experience, academic
performance or subject choice. Gender stereotypes can have a negative impact
on both boys and girls.”18

Improving Gender Balance Scotland, Scottish Government (2021)

How are schools tackling this issue? Parents we spoke to were more inclined, in the first
instance, to approach Head Teachers about uniform policy, and only tended to complain
(and reach out on social media) if the policy (or actions in relation to policy) impacted
their child in a specific way. There was a definite fear that uniform would be considered a
soft subject and that concerns relating to gender equality would be treated as too
subjective to warrant action. Parents/guardians felt schools were dismissive of complaints
over uniform, perhaps because many schools emphasise uniform as a matter of
discipline and convention, which is at odds with parents whose concerns are more
focused on cost and comfort.

Parents were also fearful of negativity from other parents (‘playground gossip’) or being
seen to focus on issues others were quick to trivialise - often as a result of traditional
gender stereotypes, such as ‘little girls like to wear dresses’ or that schools were not the
place for discussions about gender equality, fearing a quasi-political feminist agenda.

On the whole parents lacked confidence in their complaints, didn’t know how best to
make a complaint specific to their concerns (i.e how to contact the schools board of
governors) and lacked the time/commitment to lead a challenge on school policy. When
pupils were seen to take direct action, such as online petitions or student protests, such
methods were deemed “unacceptable” or “disruptive.” When parents complained after a
member of teaching staff was overheard telling a year 8 pupil that a longer skirt meant
she was less likely to be raped, the school told reporters the incident was, hopefully, “
just a blip.”19 Yet anyone familiar with the Ofsted review of sexual abuse in schools20, or
the Everyones Invited21 website, will know that such attitudes are problematic of a wider
culture that targets girls. The ‘school girl’ image is in desperate need of rehabilitation,

21 https://www.everyonesinvited.uk/

20 https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/review-of-sexual-abuse-in-schools-and-colleges

19https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-9705755/Worker-school-tells-girls-aged-12-13-wearing-shorts-risk
-raped.html

18 https://education.gov.scot/media/khsi24hr/gender-stereotyping-intro.pdf
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evident to anyone who has googled “school girl” or grew up watching 1950’s St Trinians
films.

Schools must start listening to girls. Parents/guardians are right to demand more from
education settings that play such a key role in the socialisation of children, and the
formation of ideas around gender - including the roles of men and women in society.

Uniform culture embodies discipline and tradition, but our clothing is also our armour, it
has a language all of its own - it affects our behaviour, how active we are, how we feel
about ourselves and how people see us. Gender rules around clothing are outdated, and
largely perpetuated by lucrative market segmentation. There are hidden costs, and by
talking about uniforms as a whole, we miss the details - the reality for girls and young
women in the education system. Essentially, we dress girls not for success, but for failure.

WHAT WE PROPOSE

Schools must stand up for girls. Uniform policies should be equal, practical and
comfortable for all pupils. Schools should create a cohesive uniform strategy based on
logo, colours or patterns - not around what girls should wear, and what boys should wear.

Department for Education

● School uniform should provide a choice of generic trousers, shorts, dresses and
skirts for all pupils.

● A gender-neutral approach should be based on eradicating gender stereotypes
(ie, ‘girls should wear this,’ and ‘boy should wear that’), not removing clothing
items that have traditional gender markers which only serves to perpetuate
gendered rules around clothing, for example, skirts should only be worn by girls.

● Schools should still acknowledge physical differences based on clothing
measurements during and post puberty, but this should not be an excuse for
separate policies.

● Choice means:
○ Costs are equal for parents of boys and girls
○ Schools are not reinforcing gender stereotypes
○ Encourages sharing/handing down of clothes between siblings
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○ Allows schools to be more proactive on issues related to gender equality
and gender reassignment (protected under the 2010 Equalities Act)

● Ensure all schools permit girls to wear trousers. Trousers are:
○ More practical than skirts
○ Encourage active lifestyles, including cycling to school
○ Evoke freedom of movement, rather than restrained posture
○ Reflect modern workwear
○ Prevent scraped knees and chafed thighs
○ Trouser campaigns by parents and pupils won’t stop (because their request

is reasonable)

Schools

“For me, this was about creating a culture of acceptance. Children are not born
homophobic or discriminatory, they are exposed to those influences as they grow
up. We believe children should grow up seeing and experiencing equality, before
any stigmas are created.”22

Head Teacher, Jamie Barry, Parson Street Primary School

● Allow all children the choice of generic trousers, shorts, dresses and skirts
● Remove references to sex, and only require sex specific descriptions when

physical differences dictate
● Uniformity should not excuse reinforcing gender stereotypes. As such we

recommend modelling policy around trouser/shorts and skirt uniform, which is
available to all and requires the same branded items

● Do not ban skirts. Skirt bans are:
○ Deeply unpopular
○ Remove choice
○ Are seen to target girls

● Consider a Gender Equality Lead on the Board of Governors, or Girls Council
● Talk to girls. Try to understand pressures around body confidence and

self-esteem. Build girls up, don’t knock them down.
● Girls should never be shamed over their bodies or their school clothing. Period.

22https://www.theguardian.com/education/2017/sep/19/school-trousers-skirts-equality-john-lewis-uniform?C
MP=Share_iOSApp_Other
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● School policies should reflect a fair and discrete system of dealing with policy
violations.

● Engage with parents/guardians and school councils when assessing school
uniform policies. Ensure input is as broad and representative as possible.

● A second-hand clothing rail in all schools divided by type/age (not sex)
● Remove all reference to modesty and focus on smartness instead

Parents/Guardians

● Talk to children about gender marketing. Should there be girls' clothes, and boys
clothes - or just clothes?

● Don’t be afraid to demand better for girls. Ask around and get support
● Challenge school uniform policies - if something seems unfair, it probably is
● Talk to the Head about your concerns - would they consider a school wide uniform

consultation?
● Ask the school for a copy of their complaints procedure and get your concerns put

down in writing. Try to be clear about what the problem is, and how you think the
school should tackle it.

● Get support. Reach out on social media and find campaigns that will back you
● Compile evidence for presentation before the Board of Governors. You may not

voice your issue in person, but you can ask the board to consider your request.

Statement submitted by Dr Katie Alcock, Senior Lecturer in
Developmental Psychology at Lancaster University (June 2021)

“I am a Senior Lecturer in Developmental Psychology at Lancaster University and I

research the development of sex stereotyping in young children – primary and nursery

age groups. At this age, children believe that a person is male or female based solely on

their appearance and interests. Because of the very entrenched way in which children’s

clothing is divided in the current age into masculine (brown, blue, darker colours, “strong”

and “loud” slogans, larger fitting) and feminine (pink, purple, frills, tighter fitting clothes,

“be kind” or “sparkly” slogans) clothing is a huge clue to children as to the sex of an

individual and, in particular, to the sex of another young child.
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Obviously boys and girls should be free to wear what they want and what they find

comfortable and fun. In particular, girls should be free to wear trousers, have short

hair, and play with cars without being told they are “doing girl wrong” and having

people assume they are a boy, and vice versa.

When schools insist that young boys and girls wear different school uniforms this

entrenches sex stereotyping and makes children believe that girls and boys are

intrinsically different in what they *should* wear and do rather than in just what they are

encouraged to wear and do. For a young child this is a very hard – in fact impossible –

distinction to make. Young children will *literally* think that a girl wearing trousers is in

fact a boy if they never see a girl wearing trousers, and likewise they will think a boy

wearing a dress is literally a girl.

Schools have a responsibility to uphold the Equality Act 2010 and as part of this to

teach children about sex-based stereotypes and to overcome these, to ensure that

girls are not discriminated against on the basis of their sex. All children – boys and

girls – should have the choice to wear clothes they are comfortable in and that they

find practical, whether that’s a dress or shorts in the height of summer or warm

trousers in winter. Allowing all children to wear dresses, shorts, or trousers will help

children of this age to develop in their understanding of what makes men and women,

boys and girls and to see that it is NOT what they wear that determines their sex. Schools

should be helping children get beyond immature patterns of thinking, not entrenching

them.”

KEY AREAS

Separate Uniform Policies for Girls & Boys

“We do expect the governing body to consult and work closely with parents to
arrive at a mutually acceptable outcome."23

Department for Education

23https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/51497
8/School_Uniform_Guidance.pdf
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School uniform policies that dictate a sex specific code of dress are really common in the
UK. All but three of the schools we looked at had a uniform that stipulated what was for
girls, and what was for boys as part of their uniform stratagem.

Girls had more options available, such as skirts or trousers, but this also reflected a
higher burden of cost, particularly where schools stipulated rules for seasonal dress.
Boys were, without exception, told to wear trousers, but few (particularly secondary)
permitted shorts. Since we found no evidence boys were subjected to imposed values of
modesty (and therefore provision for policing bare knees), we could find no reasoning for
the absence of shorts - other than supposing it was considered less smart, or just didn’t
reflect the traditional workwear ethos.

Is too much choice a bad thing? If schools suggest a number of clothing types, do they
risk imposing on parents a literal interpretation of the kit required? Do girls need a litany
of skirts, trousers, pinafore and gingham dresses, with all the sartorial accoutrements?
No, but children do need choice and the space to make decisions for themselves. As
adults, daily dress routine includes consideration of activity, weather, temperature and
the comfort certain clothing provides on that particular day.

As a teenager, I preferred tights with skirts when I was menstruating, purely because the
local Happy Shopper pads (the cheapest I could afford at 13) stuck out like a duck tail
when worn with trousers. An option of skirt and tights gave me room to figure out what
worked best for me, and my predicament, which is precisely why a choice of clothing
types is so essential.

For parents of SEN pupils for example, schools make their lives that bit harder by being
too rigid with uniform, causing some pupils a huge amount of discomfort and anxiety,
from the fit and feel of trousers, to clothing with exposed seams or rough fabrics.

Schools have a fantastic chance to not only help children challenge gender stereotypes,
but also provide a zone free from ubiquitous for girls and for boys gender marketing and
the litany of messages that go with it. You wouldn’t have an after school club that was just
for girls or just for boys? Yet schools risk reinforcing rigid ideas around gender by issuing
a strict dichotomy of what girls and boys are expected to wear, and consequently all the
baggage that goes with it.

No one is in any doubt that gender stereotypes are bad news, but they are a learned
dynamic (i.e nurture, not nature) and as such can be prevented and countered. As the
Fawcett Society recently pointed out in a letter to Secretary of State for Education, Gavin
Williamson:
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“These learnt dynamics lead to a range of unequal outcomes throughout life,
fuelling male violence against women and girls, high rates of male suicide and
limiting children’s aspirations along gender lines.”24

When researchers at Uppsala University25 looked at gender neutral pre-schools that
were focused on being ‘norm conscious,’ they found girls and boys were more likely to
play together and make less stereotypical assumptions about gender in their classrooms.
Generally speaking, Swedish schools don’t have a prescribed school uniform, but it is fair
to assume that had the school specified uniform that this would also reflect a
gender-neutral approach, putting gender equality front and centre from the first day in
the playground. With equal policies, we build equal relationships - not ones defined by
gender expectations, or as Layla Moran MP put it, we should “build a culture of
acceptance in our schools.”26

After all, shouldn’t uniform unify pupils, rather than set them apart?

Supporters of gender-neutral school uniforms include:

The Welsh Government / Llywodraeth Cymru (Statutory Guidance on School Uniform,

2019)

“Schools’ uniform policies should not dictate different items of clothing on the

basis of sex/gender.”27

House of Commons Early Day Motion, 2018 was signed by 34 MP’s, with cross-party

support including Father of the House of Commons, Sir Peter Bottomsley MP

“The adoption of a gender-neutral school uniform policy creates an environment

in which everyone is accepted and students are not labelled by the clothing they

wear”28

Kirsty Williams, Former Minister of Education in the Welsh Government

28 https://edm.parliament.uk/early-day-motion/51462/genderneutral-school-uniforms

27https://gov.wales/sites/default/files/publications/2019-07/statutory-guidance-for-school-governing-bodies-
on-school-uniform-and-appearance-policies.pdf

26https://www.theguardian.com/business/2019/nov/22/school-uniform-firm-to-sell-only-gender-neutral-unifo
rms

25 Uppsala University, Research news: Children at gender-neutral pre-schools are less likely to gender
stereotype (2017) https://www.uu.se/en/research/news/article/?id=8848&typ=

24https://www.fawcettsociety.org.uk/Handlers/Download.ashx?IDMF=7703904f-1200-4b4f-9637-78a2a15b6
d41
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“We should not be enforcing outdated ideas of what clothes are suitable for their

gender, especially if it makes them wear something they feel uncomfortable

wearing.”29

Katy Clark, Scottish Parliament MP, early day motion discussion on gender marketing

of children’s products into for girls, and for boys.

“ There is a risk that children's preferences and expectations will be channelled

along out-dated traditional lines which may impact on their future educational and

career choices”30

Graham Andre, Primary School Teacher and star of BBC2 Bafta nominated No More

Boys & Girls31

“Our pupils now are our future adults. If we could get them all thinking about

(gender-neutral clothing), it would surely put pressure on clothes manufacturers to

rethink gender stereotypical clothing, and maybe - just maybe - in the future it

would not be an issue.”32

Hidden terms and conditions

Almost all the schools included in our report had specific rules about what girls could
wear, when it could be worn, and with what. That's not to say boys' uniforms were less
thought out, but girls faced more provision for skirt length and fit, tights in the winter,
socks in the summer, no socks, tights all year round - and modesty modesty modesty.

Girls not only had more branded items (beyond the a-typical blazer and tie - both of
which are associated with boys uniform) but also more required items period - whether
stated online or issued by letter to parents as an addendum. None of these points were
reflected in either the 2015 Cost of School Uniform report, or subsequent reports used by
the government to understand the financial implications for families buying school
uniform.

For example, both the primary school and high school that Secretary of State for
Education Gavin Williamson attended, have school uniform policies that are different for
boys and girls.

32 The Equal Classroom, Ed. Lucy Rycroft Smith & Graham Andre (Routledge 2019) p. 141

31 https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b09202jz

30 https://edm.parliament.uk/early-day-motion/46335/advertising-of-childrens-toys

29 https://www.tes.com/news/school-uniforms-be-gender-neutral-wales
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At the Primary School Mr Williamson attended, boys wear grey trousers, but girls must
wear blue or black. Great, but doesn’t that represent an additional burden for families
with both sons and daughters? You can’t share, you can’t hand down and you have to
find shops that sell school trousers in grey AND blue or black.

At the high school Mr Williamson attended, girls can either wear a patterned kilt or
trousers. The Kilt must be worn with tights in the winter and socks in the summer, fair dos
- most parents would do this anyway, but girls are required to wear a blouse with the
skirt, and a shirt and tie with the trousers. Even if parents/guardians opted for the trouser
uniform, girls would still be expected to wear a different colour trouser to the boys - why?

Blouses sound like something designed to fit the female body, but in fact they are
historically looser fitting with a less restrictive collar and wider opening at the neck. When
we looked at generic shirts and blouses on the high street, there were far fewer options
for blouses and they were on average more expensive than shirts. Blouses at Next for
example came embellished with lace trim and puff sleeves, while at Asda you could
expect to pay as little as £2.70 per white shirt, but double for a girls blouse.

“I have one girl 8 and 2 boys 6 and 4. I can pass on my older boys uniform to my

youngest but my girls uniform is given away to others. If they all just could wear trousers

and jumpers it would be much easier.”

Laura

Girls Trousers

“We need to seriously review our archaic uniform policies, and recognise uniforms

are not just clothes you wear to school; they shape people’s sense of identity, and

equality within schools.”33

Ciara Fanning, ISSU Officer

Ten of the schools we looked at did not permit girls to wear trousers, and many others
had very specific rules about the types of trousers girls could wear.

Note that in each case stated below, boys were expected to wear generic black or grey
trousers with socks.

33https://www.irishtimes.com/life-and-style/people/why-do-we-force-girls-to-wear-skirts-to-school-1.4343921
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School Girls Boys

School 1A
Secondary
(Girls)
North West

Navy Blue Back Vent Skirt
£13 to 16.95 available via the school shop
or £16 to 18 via a local supplier.

Tights for winter, socks for summer.
Website states “School uniform is
non-negotiable”

Boys School 1B
(separate, but next
door)

Black trousers
Socks

School 2
Secondary
(Girls)
North West

Kilt in Hollywood Tartan
£29 to £34 from recommended suppliers

With knee high socks

N/A

School 3
Secondary
(Girls)
London

Kilt
£30.99 to 38.99 from recommended
suppliers

N/A

School 4
Secondary
North East

Knee-length dark navy pleated skirt with
school logo

£19 - £26 from recommended suppliers

“Navy trousers designated type from our
suppliers. No other trousers will be
permitted.”

£16 from recommended suppliers

Grey or black
trousers

School 5
Secondary
Northern Ireland

Grey Box Pleat Skirt

£28.95 to £34.99 from recommended
suppliers

Black Trousers

School 6
Secondary
East Midlands

Full length dark green and pleated skirt
(“either with all round box pleats or all
round knife pleats”)

Black trousers
White shirt
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Striped blouse both from recommended
supplier (price unavailable)

School 7
Secondary
Eastern England

Zinc-grey knife pleated skirt from
£24.50-25.50 from recommended
suppliers

Grey trousers

School 8
Secondary
South East

Knee-length Named Kilt

£23.95 to £27.95 from recommended
suppliers

Grey trousers

Plain black socks

School 9
Secondary
(Girls)
North East

Tartan Kilt

£25 to £28

Tartan Trouser

£28 a pair from a single recommended
supplier via a “buy uniform” button on the
schools uniform policy page.

N/A

School 10
Secondary
East London

Plain Navy Box Pleat Skirt£9 to 14.50
(cannot be tumble dried)

White shirt and tie, plus an “Emerald Polo
Shirt” in the summer (£8.50 to £12.50)

Plain black or grey
trousers

White shirt and tie

School 11
Secondary
London

Green Tartan Kilt

£30.99 to 39.99

Or

Girls trousers embroidered with the
schools initials

from supplier £22.99 to 28.99

Grey or black
trousers
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School 12b
Secondary
(Girls)
South West

Years 7-9

Tartan Skirt £28.50 to £36.50

Banner Signature Girls Contempory (sic)
trouser in Navy £17 - £22

All from recommended suppliers
Years 10-11 - Different blazer, skirt and
trousers.

N/A

School 30
Primary
Academy
North East

Skirt in winter and dress in summer

No options for trousers

Different policies for nursery, reception,
KS1 and KS2

Grey trousers

School 32
Secondary
Vol Aided
North West

“School kilt for girls – the length must be
below the knee”

Priced from £29 at a local recommended
schoolwear supplier

“Black trousers for
boys”

“Our teenager has to wear a skirt and tights which are at least 60 denier. In winter she

is happy to wear them but in summer when it's hot tights are not comfortable at all. The

school clearly wants girls to cover their legs but trousers are not an option which I find

not only outdated but it impacts on her learning. If all she can think about is how

sweaty she is she wont be able to focus. Children should be comfortable.”

Jemma

For schools, uniform is as much about image as it is about being practical. For example,
Kilts for girls are intended to match ties worn by the boys, and as such promote the look
and feel of the school. Kilts are expensive, and on average cost as much as 4 times that
of a generic pair of trousers. Kilts are adjustable, and give some longevity as pupils grow.
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Are kilts more effective at ‘growing’ with children and teenagers than trousers with
adjustable waistbands? I don’t know, but £30 to £40 for a single skirt is a heavy
investment. For children who have to move schools, these kilts become worthless - after
all, pupil mobility is high in the UK, with 1 in 7 pupils in KS2 changing schools at least
once, and 1 in 100 moving at least twice.34 Trousers are not only more practical than
skirts, but have far more universality as well.

Over 20 years ago, Clare Hale (with the backing of the Equal Opportunities Commission)
threatened to take legal action against her daughter's school over a ban on wearing
trousers. Clare won, and the school changed its policy - adopting a more gender-neutral
approach to uniform, visible on the schools website today. However, out of a choice of 4
trousers styles that the school insists pupils wear35, only one is available to girls, that rises
incrementally from £16.99 to £19.99 depending on waist size and height. Boys are
permitted a choice of 3 styles including “sturdy fit” between £14.99 and £16.99, with
waist adjusters and functioning pockets. Girls pay more for trousers that are less
functional and permit less room for growth - i.e they need to be replaced more often.

“The school utterly refutes that it is gender discrimination but if it is not gender
discrimination, then what is it?”36

Kate Chornik, parent who led a challenge against a trouser ban

Do trouser bans constitute unfavourable conditions for girls? According to David Pannick
QC, courts have historically been dismissive of claims considered “grooming codes,” so
the basic fact girls are banned from wearing trousers wouldn’t necessarily be considered
discrimination. It is accepted that in the workplace for example, employers may require
men and women to dress differently, and this would only be considered discriminatory if
this imposed different standards.

Yet the UK government's equalities office uses the example of both men and women
being permitted to wear trousers, as an example of how employers avoid discriminating
against workers.

Dress codes can be a legitimate part of an employer’s terms and conditions of
service. There are different ways of achieving a professional “look” among

36 https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/mothers-fight-ban-on-school-trousers-32s6h8gsmlr

35 https://www.whickhamschool.org/student-information/uniform/

34https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/33998
4/managing-pupil-mobility-to-maximise-learning-full-report.pdf
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employees, but it is important that a dress code does not discriminate, for
example, by allowing both men and women to wear trousers in the workplace”37

Dress codes and sex discrimination - what you need to know (2018)

Clearly, parents should not need to issue legal challenges for schools to permit girls to
wear a garment so synonymous with being practical, encouraging active lifestyles and
yes, even the emancipation of women after the Second World War. Pencil skirts do not
encourage girls to cycle to school, despite the Department for Education “strongly
promoting active travel”38 to and from the classroom. I wonder how female students are
meant to achieve this wearing skirts, either via bicycle or the discomfort of thighs rubbing
together on extended walks. Guidance on how schools should handle the pandemic
suggests “maximising ventilation” in the classroom and permitting children to wear
additional clothes, while at the same time encouraging schools to “maintain their usual
uniform policies.”39 Depending on the material and thickness, tights can provide
adequate warmth to trousers, but tights (or thermal underwear) under trousers go one
better.

The onus should not be on parents to make legal challenges where individual schools
fail to see either the value, or the message, that a choice of uniform provides - after all,
how do trouser bans prepare young women for the workplace? What does a skirt only
policy tell girls about their place in the world?

As a Barrister practising employment, discrimination and education law, Anne Macey
states:

“Despite the many advances made in women’s rights, 42 years after sex
discrimination became unlawful, sexist restrictions on girls’ clothing are increasing.
It’s time every schoolgirl and her parents challenged sexist policies, and fought for
the right of women of all ages to wear trousers.”40

To read more about our campaign for girls to wear trousers to school, please click here

40https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2017/nov/03/sex-discrimination-schoolgirls-skirts-girls-trous
ers-equality-act-2010

39https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/actions-for-schools-during-the-coronavirus-outbreak/schools
-coronavirus-covid-19-operational-guidance#school-uniform

38https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/transport-to-school-and-other-places-of-education-autumn-t
erm-2020/transport-to-school-and-other-places-of-education-autumn-term-2020

37https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/70953
5/dress-code-guidance-may2018-2.pdf
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“I went to a secondary school that banned girls from wearing trousers (in the 00s, so
not THAT long ago). I was very self conscious growing up and was never comfortable. I
know people who have since come out as trans who really struggled with having to
wear skirts. My daughter is still little but at the moment she hates trousers so would be
upset if the option for dresses/skirts were removed. I don't see why it's difficult to just
ask for trousers/skirts/dresses with a school uniform jumper. We don't need to specify
gender.”

Sarah

My daughter’s school is very strict on uniform and skirt length. Under no circumstances
are girls allowed to wear trousers. Uniform can only be purchased from a couple of
shops that hold the bespoke items. PE uniforms are especially expensive. My daughter
asked the headmaster before she started school if she could wear trousers and was
told no, girls wear skirts. The skirt has to be an inch below the knee and the shop is not
allowed to sell it any shorter. We went last week, two weeks before the end of year to
buy new skirts as hers were too short. They had a non uniform day for charity last week
and my daughter said it was so nice to be comfortable in her own clothes.

Lynda

Socks versus tights

“Skirts impede a girl's movement in the most fundamental of ways, limiting her to
slow and static pastimes, the tedium of hopscotch. They also often necessitate the
wearing of tights, the various horrors of which will last into old age and should
never be inflicted on a child too young.”41

Rhiannon Lucy Cosslett, The Independent (2015)

Why is no one talking about the cost of tights?

The Department for Education's 2015 report on uniform costs notes socks/tights at the
information gathering stage, but tights failed to materialise in the final analysis.

41https://www.independent.co.uk/voices/school-uniform-feminist-issue-and-confining-little-girl-skirt
-sheer-unkindness-10515695.html#r3z-addoor
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For some schools, tights form an integral part of the school uniform for girls, either as a
requirement for skirts all year round, or as part of the winter skirt uniform (with socks in
the summer)

The issue of finding school tights that either fit well or last beyond a couple of wears, is
legend of Mumsnet message boards, and surely an issue for anyone who has ever
bought or worn a pair of tights. Too big and there's too much tights, too small and you
spend your entire day trying to stop them dragging your pants off. Tights are a nightmare
for eczema sufferers and when worn frequently (such as 195 school days) they can cause
recurrent thrush.

Tights should be optional. Tights are:

● Up to 6 times more expensive than socks

● Less well made, liable to snag/tear

● No good unless they fit well (so girls grow out of quickly)

● Trap heat/sweaty and encourage attacks of thrush

● Problematic for some SEN pupils and pupils with eczema

Tights need to be changed every day and are sized depending on height. They come in
age ranges such as 11-12 years, 12-13 years etc, whereas socks are more readily
available, are part of most casual wardrobes anyway and come in a wider size range
(based on span of shoe sizes) Tights are tricky to find in the right fit, girls grow out of
them quickly and they are horrible to wear in warm weather. Tights are not modesty
shorts and no child should be expected to wear them all year round in order to prevent
others from seeing a glimpse of underwear, legs or ankles.

A pack of 10 plain black socks from George at Asda for example costs as little as £3, but
school tights cost £18 for 1042 - 6 times more expensive. Tights are often considered
underwear and as such are near impossible to find second hand, and cannot be handed
down to siblings of different sex. They also tear, and without a sufficiently thick denier,
snag and get holey pretty quickly.

Modesty

"What is dressed up as safety advice for girls, or uniform rules about skirts and
bras, often intersects with traditional misogyny. Why are short skirts an issue if we

42 George Asda price June 2021, for a 5-pack of black school tights from 11-12 years at £9 per pack
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don't sexualise girls' bodies? Why are coloured bras under white shirts an issue if
we don't objectify girls' breasts? Why are short skirts and coloured bras an issue if
boys are not sexually harassing their female students? Instead of dealing with the
toxic sexualisation and objectification of girls in their schools... we find ourselves
giving out misogynistic advice and creating sexist rules that only teach girls to
blame themselves."

Dr Jessica Taylor, director of consultancy and research firm VictimFocus43

Schools should not be talking about modesty. Let’s be clear - modesty is aimed at girls
only, and as such represents an oppressive system that polices girls' bodies and
behaviour. Far from being constructive, rules around modesty have resulted in punitive
measures against female pupils and instead of standing up for girls, schools are seen to
contribute to a culture that perceives girls as sexual objects with a modesty to be
protected, and preserved.

In June 2021 staff at Cannock Chase High School decided to pass judgement on the
length and fit of skirts, worn by six 14 year old girls, in front of an assembly of 300 of their
peers. The girls were jeered at as “slags” and understandably, felt humiliated.44

"When I walked back to my seat and when I went home that day other people
were laughing and saying 'slag'. I was very surprised to be asked to stand up.
Another girl in my year group had on the exact same skirt and she wasn't asked. I
thought it must be a mistake and they would notice they were wrong and let me
sit back down."45

The school promptly apologised, but this sort of action is far from isolated to a
momentary lapse of judgement. While some schools possess a knee-jerk reaction to
modern hemlines, teachers also need to consider some basic clothing practicalities.

According to the Children’s Society, 23% of parents they surveyed said the cost of
uniform meant their child had worn ill-fitting, unclean or incorrect uniform.46 In fact,  1 in 10
parents (from a survey of 1000)  had no option but to send their child to school in ill-fitting

46 Children’s Society, The Wrong Blazer 2020: Time for action on school uniform costs, March 2020, p1

45https://www.dnaindia.com/viral/report-viral-teenage-girls-publicly-humiliated-for-wearing-too-short-and-tig
ht-dress-2895598

44 https://www.mirror.co.uk/news/uk-news/school-apologises-after-girls-told-24310122

43 https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-norfolk-57499047
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uniform, with 1 in 20 of those pupils sent home for wearing the wrong uniform “as a result
of them struggling to afford the cost.”47

“One pupil described having to perform a ‘walk of shame’ in assembly if caught
not wearing the correct school jumper: "if you don’t have a jumper on you have to
do a walk of shame in assembly to sit at the front" (Child/ Young Person, South
Wales).”48

Children’s Commissioner for Wales, Charter for Change (2019

Rather than dealing with matters of uniform violations discreetly, many schools attracted
ill-favoured headlines for being seen to punish children for things that were often outside
of their control.

As the former Chief Executive of Children North East, Jeremy Cripps states:

“What if, as happened to children at some north east schools this week, you
arrived at the school gate only to be turned away, because your trousers weren't
from the right supplier, or the soles of your shoes are too big? Imagine how
crushed you would feel, what a terrible start to your new school year… It doesn’t
have to be like this.”49

For girls, this issue is made especially difficult by rules, not just around what they can
wear, but the length or fit that schools expect as well. For example, some of the schools
we looked at stated skirts had to be a specific length, regardless of the child's height or
leg length. Unless you carry a tape measure out with you, retailers don’t tend to advertise
skirt length, beyond the standardised fit in sizing charts.

One parent at Kingswood Academy in Hull bought a skirt from the schools supplier only
to be told the skirt was incorrect:

“She (daughter) said she’d been stopped at the gates and told the skirt was too
short and if she didn’t get a 22" length skirt she would be put in isolation.”50

Other schools state an “appropriate length,” knee length, calf length or 2-3” above the
knee. Staff have got out measuring tapes as girls walk into school, or sent home complex
instructions requiring girls to kneel on chairs or flap their arms about. One school brought
in staff from a local schoolwear shop to measure girls skirts, and others have banned

50 https://www.hulldailymail.co.uk/news/education/kingswood-academy-pupil-skirt-short-4341654

49 https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/back-school-jeremy-cripps former Chief Executive of Children North East

48https://www.childcomwales.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/A-Charter-for-Change-Protecting-Welsh-
Children-from-the-Impact-of-Poverty.pdf p.36

47 Children’s Society, School uniform costs force families into debt, 23 August 2018
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skirts altogether. Why are schools so feverishly obsessed with hemlines? Hemline length
follows fashion standards - it goes up and it goes down, but are girls at fault for wanting
to look modern? Girls we spoke to were extremely critical of their bodies, the shape and
length of their legs, but felt longer skirts were simply too old fashioned. Should that be
surprising? Consumer culture has pushed the narrative for decades that all women
should scrutinize and buy or diet (also with cost implications) their way out of any
culturally derived imperfection.

“Beauty is a currency system like the gold standard. Like any economy, it is
determined  by politics, and in the modern age in the West it is the last, best belief
system that keeps male dominance intact.”51

Naomi Wolfe, The Beauty Myth

Children thrive on social acceptance, and while hitching up skirts to make them appear
shorter may seem frivolous (and damned by self-appointed judges of modesty) girls want
to appear progressive - i.e, not backwards.

However some schools have treated skirts as tricky territory, resulting in outright bans
and no doubt hours of procrastinating over that middle ground option, resulting in the
dubiously named, modesty shorts.

"Whilst I’m sure this wasn’t the intention of the school who introduced a ban on
school skirts this week, I think there’s a real risk that focussing on length of skirts
and type of uniform that learners have to wear will reinforce rather than address
objectification of bodies.”52

Children's Commissioner for Wales Professor Sally Holland

Examples of modesty shorts we found online were either repurposed cycling shorts, or
underwear shorts in plain dark colours, similar to boys cotton trunks. Essentially, when
schools suggest girls wear modesty shorts, they are asking pupils to wear two lots of
underwear (not unlike those black P.E knickers we wore in the 80’s) but again, the onus is
on the girls to cover up.

Gap Kids sells a 3 pack of black “Kids Cartwheel Shorts”53 to be worn specifically under
dresses and skirts. They are essentially just cotton mix pants with a 1” inseam, costing
£19.95 for 3 and for good measure, need to be washed on a “delicate cycle.” The boys
boxers are nearly identical, but 100% cotton, 4 for £16.95 and machine wash as normal.

53 https://www.gap.co.uk/gap/kids-pull-on-cartwheel-shorts-3-pack/000338181.html

52 https://www.walesonline.co.uk/news/education/school-skirt-rules-uniform-short-20792717

51 Wolfe, Naomi. The Beauty Myth (Virago, 1990) p. 12
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Next, River Island and M&S had similar styles, all priced at an average of just over £3 per
pair (or £6.65 at Gap), but you could buy the same type of clothing sold as a multi-pack of
trunks in the boys section for about £2.75 a pair. What schools are essentially suggesting,
is that girls wear two lots of underwear.

Do girls need modesty shorts? Parents got in touch with us with concerns about schools
either suggesting or mandating modesty shorts - particularly with primary age girls. Do
girls have a problem with a momentary glimpse of legs and knickers, or do adults? No
child is sent to school in just their underwear, so how far do schools need to take this
idea of modesty?

One primary school in Wales sent a text to all parents stating "As the weather improves,
we suggest that girls wear shorts/cycling shorts under their summer dress"54 while a
school in yorkshire added “In summer, blue checked dresses may be worn (but shorts
must be worn underneath)” to their uniform policy page. Another parent told us, “an
adult working at my daughters school told her she wasn’t allowed to do cartwheels
unless she wore shorts under her dress. Needless to say she chooses to now.”

Girls are not responsible for the behaviour of others, and the expectation female pupils
should alter their clothing, or change their behaviour to satisfy a false narrative that
additional clothing will keep them safe, is bogus. When questioned by MP’s about
schools suggesting girls wear modesty shorts, the Chief Inspector of Ofsted, Amanda
Spielman commented schools needed to avoid a “national culture that’s essentially
victim-blaming.”55

Sam Smethers, then CEO of the Fawcett Society commenting in 2015

“It’s fine for schools to have a uniform and a dress code, but let’s see them apply it
equally to boys and girls. Modesty and safeguarding don’t come into it. What they
should be focussing on is opening up a world of opportunity to their young
women, not controlling what they wear.”56

School uniform has traditionally formed a part of school discipline,57 and schools have the
option to suspend or exclude pupils who consistently violate dress regulations. What if
girls' regulations are more complex than boys? What if those regulations were inherently

57https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/51497
8/School_Uniform_Guidance.pdf

56 https://www.fawcettsociety.org.uk/news/school-asks-girls-to-wear-tights-for-safeguarding

55https://www.theguardian.com/education/2021/jun/15/ofsted-chief-warns-against-victim-blaming-in-modest
y-shorts-row

54 https://www.examinerlive.co.uk/news/local-news/yorkshire-schools-modesty-shorts-policy-20752858
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unfair - imposing harmful attitudes about girls' bodies and how they should be covered,
rather than focusing on smartness?

It’s no coincidence that many school dress codes contain far more rules
pertaining to girls’ clothing than to boys’, as we live in a world where women’s
bodies are policed and fought over to a far greater extent than men’s. When girls
are denied time in the classroom because their knees, shoulders or upper arms
are considered inappropriate and in need of covering up, it privileges the societal
sexualisation of their adolescent bodies over their own right to learn.58

Laura Bates, Author and Founder of the Everyday Sexism Project

In addition, while the schoolwear market on the UK High Street has been celebrated for
keeping generic uniform items competitively priced, nothing will have escaped the
rigours of gender marketing with its own value system. The design of girls clothing is
heavily influenced by adult fashion trends, and regardless of size or shape, will be shorter
in length, fitted and have a litany of embellishments such as lace trim, puff sleeves or
metal charms. Boys on the other hand, can expect looser styles which although offered in
a limited colour palette, are practical and more comfortable than clothing arranged in the
girls section. Consequently, many parents we speak to buy girls clothing from the boys
section precisely because it is far more suitable for an active lifestyle, and is designed
more with measurements in mind - rather than style. The fact that the High Street reap
such high reward for a booming schoolwear market should perhaps give pause for
thought on how they manage to do this? Gender marketing after all, is a mainstay of the
childrenswear industry for a reason - why buy one product when you can buy two? For
families with children of mixed sex, girls and boys uniform policies mean you have to buy
two lots of uniform, and the high street is happy to oblige.

Uniform is intended to keep fashion out of school, but large retailers have continually
challenged what is acceptable in the classroom - with girls caught in the middle. We have
every sympathy for parents who see a trusted brand selling back to school clothing, who
accept those styles as reasonably appropriate and acceptable at local schools.

For example, we found 32 styles of black skirt, sold by UK retailers and supermarkets,
that were all described as school uniform. These include:

Pleated Panel Pleated Box Pleated Inverted Pleat

58https://www.theguardian.com/lifeandstyle/2015/sep/10/school-dress-codes-reinforce-the-message-that-w
omens-bodies-are-dangerous
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Button Pleated Knife Pleat Fan Pleat Permanent Pleat

Skater A-Line Jersey Tube Waist Tube

Frill Flippy Paperbag Tulip Back Vented

Stitch-down Pleat Contemporary Wrap Jersey Pencil

Belted Full Skater Jersey Skater Kilt

Drop Waist Skort Slim Stretch Peplum

Mini Gathered Ruffle Pencil

Out of all the schools we looked at, only 2 of the above designs were considered
acceptable by all, with one school in Leicester going so far as to regulate “any skirts that
follow a current trend”59 are unacceptable.

For example:

Skirts - Too Short

Cowes Enterprise College reportedly told two female pupils that their skirts were too
short, even though both were bought from the schools named supplier at £34-£40 each

“She (daughter) came home on the first day back with a detention due to her kilt
being too short. They only come in one length size, and I don't think it looks too
short, it's just above her knee.”60

Skirts - Measured by kneeling

In a letter sent to parents of pupils at West Bridgford, the school suggested that skirt
length should be measured by bending the knee on a hard surface (such as a chair) and
measuring from the base of the surface to the hemline. Anything over 5cm the school
would consider unacceptable.

60https://www.countypress.co.uk/news/18709510.uniform-conundrum-cowes--schools-skirts-short-taller-girls

59 https://www.beaumontleys.leicester.sch.uk/Our-School/Our-Uniform/
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A parent at the school reportedly said “I regard the idea of teachers measuring how far
their skirts ride up their thighs as highly inappropriate.”61

Statements by young women added to the Everyones Invited website also highlighted
girls being made to kneel on the ground, so their skirt lengths could be measured.

“'I remember walking out of the cathedral and seeing teachers taking girls off and
making them kneel on the cathedral floor just to check their skirt length. This is
the same school that would not let us show our ankles and made us wear full
tracksuits (when we) were in our sports kit, even if it was 30 degrees and the
middle of summer.”62

Skirts - Measured in school by non-school staff

Parents were reportedly “horrified” after staff from a local uniform supplier were called in
to measure skirt lengths. A spokesperson for the schoolwear shop said:

"We were called in by the school to check the lengths of some of the girls' skirts
because some of them are rolling them up. Their policy is for knee length. We
work with the schools and if the schools want us we are there.”63

Skirts - Members of the public complained

A school in Caerphilly emailed parents to say they would no longer permit girls to wear
skirts because of complaints from members of the public who had “frequently contacted
the school to complain about what they regard as highly inappropriate and far too
revealing attire.”64

Skirts - Too Long

12 year old Siham Hamud, a pupil at Uxbridge High School was sent home after wearing
a skirt deemed too long by the school.

"I find it annoying because I've missed a month of school, so I have to catch up a
lot. I wish I could just have gone to school as normal.”65

Skirts - Too tight

65 https://www.mirror.co.uk/news/uk-news/muslim-parents-sent-court-threat-23297020

64https://www.itv.com/news/wales/2021-06-10/caerphilly-head-bans-pupils-from-wearing-skirts-after-complai
nts-over-length

63 https://meaww.com/great-yarmouth-charter-academy-school-measure-length-girl-skirts

62https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-9437045/Worcester-School-launches-probe-claims-girls-forced-k
neel-measure-skirt-length.html

61 https://www.mirror.co.uk/news/uk-news/outrage-school-measures-girls-skirts-10693205
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14 year old Molly Stockle had this to say about being one of six girls reprimanded in an
assembly of peers for wearing skirts considered too short, and too tight:

“I felt so embarrassed and I started shaking. My head of year, stared each one of
us down and said our skirts were too short and figure hugging. I felt so humiliated.
When I walked back to my seat and when I went home that day other people were
laughing and saying 'slag'. I was very surprised to be asked to stand up. Another
girl in my year group had on the exact same skirt and she wasn't asked.”66

Molly’s skirt was reportedly purchased from the school's preferred uniform supplier.

Skirts - Distracting boys

Pupils at Colchester Royal Grammar School highlighted a culture of sexual assault and
harrassment that was investigated by BBC Three who uncovered a number of allegations
including a “sexist uniform policy.”

"I was cornered by a male teacher where he stared directly at my breasts and then
told me it was 'too tight' and would 'distract the boys'."67

Skirts - Longer skirts prevent rape

Senior staff at a school in Rothbury issued an apology to students and parents after
another member of staff was overheard telling a pupil that P.E shorts may invite sexual
assault, and she was pleased to see girls in longer skirts.

A parent commented:

"I think it's great that the kids had the strength of character and resolve to say that
this message is ridiculous, despite it being given to them by an adult."

The school issued the following statement:

"The views expressed [by the member of staff] were entirely unacceptable and
are not the views of the school. The school has apologised to the children and the
head teacher has personally contacted all parents whose children were directly
involved in the incident."68

Skirts - Modest lengths are practical in a mixed school

68 https://www.mirror.co.uk/news/uk-news/girls-told-wear-skirts-instead-24359355

67 https://www.bbc.co.uk/bbcthree/article/48d5148e-3fa9-4843-b859-144fe140�ed

66https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-9688175/Headmaster-apologises-six-teenage-schoolgirls-publicl
y-shamed-skirts.html
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Year 7 to 10 dress code:

“The length of the skirt should respect normal standards of modesty bearing in
mind the practical nature of work in a mixed high school”69

Skirts - No good for Drama lessons

“Girls may retain their modesty and freedom of movement by wearing plain
trousers for Drama.”70

Skirts - No skirts

Bridlington School (Hull) wrote to parents stating that all pupils must wear the approved
trousers bearing the schools logo, and would no longer permit the wearing of skirts. The
new rule was reportedly implemented because a male teacher complained to the Head
that when he commented on the length of a pupils skirt, the pupil replied that he
shouldn’t have been looking at her legs.  “The male member of staff was understandably
uncomfortable with this and reported it to me immediately,”71 headteacher Sarah Pashley
wrote in the letter issued to parents.

Ankles must be covered

Blessed William Howard72 mentions ankles 4 times in their girls uniform policy, with tights
for the winter term and ankle socks in the summer “as long as they cover the full ankle.”
Girls can wear trousers provided they are not tight around the ankle and they wear ankle
socks. Under boys' socks it just says “black.”

Girls don’t know how they’re sitting

A parent of a pupil at a school in the North West got in touch with us to complain about a
uniform policy that stipulated tights must be worn with skirts all year round, with no
option for socks.

When we called the school and asked for a reason behind this decision, a senior member
of staff stated the ruling was for “obvious reasons” and “due to their age.”

“Students end up sitting around and not realising how they’re sat.”

72 https://www.bwh.staffs.sch.uk/Parents/Uniform/

71https://www.independent.co.uk/news/education/education-news/school-faces-backlash-after-announcing-
plans-ban-girls-wearing-skirts-10254197.html

70 https://www.camshill.com/school-life/practical-details/uniform/

69https://www.cardinalallen.co.uk/uploads/policies/Yr%207-10%20Uniform%20and%20Appearance%20Polic
y%202021.pdf
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Knee High Socks - Too alluring?

Anna Wharton, writing in The Telegraph:

“I’ve heard anecdotally of one parent of a 12-year-old girl whose classmates have
been asked not to wear knee-high socks because they are “too alluring” to boys.
Knee-high socks are not alluring, they are part of a school uniform. It is not the
fault of girls that the school uniform has been sexualised by the porn industry.”73

Tights - nothing else will do

A school in Argyle was reported to have put girls on report for wearing socks with their
skirts, instead of tights. A parent of one of the girls told the press “The guidelines state
that shorts can be worn. They are not going to make boys wear tights with their shorts,
so this is really not fair.”

Local Oban councillor Julie McKenzie also stated:

“Perhaps the men in suits who set these legislatively unenforceable rules might
change their minds if they were forced to remove their socks and wear tights on
hot summer days… With pupils being permitted to wear shorts, this rule surely also
strays into the territory of gender discrimination. Are boys also going to be asked
to wear tights?”74

Trousers - Leg width too narrow

A number of girls were reportedly sent home from Barnsley Academy after the school
measured trouser widths with rulers (at the hem) and determined the style too tight for
school. A parent at the school stated “Teachers are measuring trousers with rulers.
What’s more important, trousers or education?”75

Trousers - Too tight

A 14 year old girl at John Of Gaunt School was told her school trousers were too tight,
and that her legs were “too big” for her chosen style of trousers, despite being provided
by the school.

75 https://www.mirror.co.uk/news/weird-news/school-sends-girls-home-because-7201034

74https://www.pressandjournal.co.uk/fp/news/highlands/3198637/should-schoolgirls-be-forced-to-wear-tight
s-on-hot-days-oban-high-school-seems-to-think-so/

73 https://www.telegraph.co.uk/women/life/let-daughter-wear-modesty-shorts-school-realised-damage-do/
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“The trousers she’s (daughter) wearing are ones the school provided for her
because at the time we were still in lockdown and I could not go out and buy her
any.”76

Inappropriate P.E Shorts

Pupils went on strike at a girls school in Plymouth to protest a ban on what the school
referred to as “inappropriate” P.E shorts. A letter from the head stated “From now on it
must only be plain black leggings for modesty and to help maintain our smart uniform
standards.”

A pupil at the school was quoted in the press as saying:

"I am shocked by this and it baffles me how this kind of treatment is allowed in this
day and age. It has been really hot these past couple of days and a lot of my
friends have been complaining saying how uncomfortable they feel in this heat.”77

Inappropriate P.E Leggings

An academy in Deal was forced to make a u-turn on a new P.E policy that required girls to
wear a skirt or skort over school branded leggings, following concerns that the £18.95 -
21.95 school branded trousers were too transparent.

One parent stated:

"Girls should not be made to feel that how they are dressed (in something like
school uniform leggings) is wrong or that because other people were finding them
distracting it was their fault. They should be educated in respecting each other
and appropriate behaviour, not punish the girls, especially in these temperatures,
making them wear an additional item of clothing, especially for PE."78

Primary School Knickers

The Dell Primary School sent a text to parents stating “As the weather improves, we
suggest that girls wear shorts/cycling shorts under their summer dress.” When this was
questioned by parents, headteacher Steve King said it was in response to “concerns
about children inadvertently showing their underwear while doing handstands.”79

79https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/parents-accuse-schools-of-body-shaming-as-girls-are-told-to-wear-shor
ts-under-skirts-hj6v2bdbl

78 https://www.kentonline.co.uk/deal/news/schools-u-turn-after-pe-leggings-row-248791/

77 http://www.ndonline.org/wp-content/uploads/2013/11/school_uniform_statement-2020-21.pdf

76 https://metro.co.uk/2021/06/11/teacher-told-girl-her-trousers-were-too-tight-for-her-big-legs-14755861/
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Secondary School Bras

A Newsletter to parents from the Schools Safeguarding Lead at Norwich Academy asked
parents to "speak to your girls about the colour of the bra they are wearing under their
shirt" in order to avoid "unwanted comments or attention"80

As a high school student I loathed my sisters ill-fitting handed down bras, and wore
t-shirts under my shirt to hide the fact I hated my developing body. This was not
permitted by school code either, and having been chased into a nearby toilet to change
by a member of teaching staff, I consequently fled out a nearby window.

Designed to keep girls modest as they move and…

“If everyone is covered up in slightly loose clothing, there is less bullying over
body shape and size.”

Lord Gray School in Milton Keynes reportedly sent home 29 girls because trousers were
too tight, or skirts too short. The action resulted in press attention and the school Head
Teacher, Dr Tracey Jones issued a letter detailing the reasoning for the schools
clampdown on girls' uniform. This includes:

“We want girls the girls to be modest to protect their self respect”

“Tight clothing emphasises heftiness and is unflattering.”81

We hear about this regularly

Advice from Children’s Commissioner for Wales, Sally Holland on a rights based uniform
policy:

“Don’t tell girls their short skirts or tight trousers are a distraction to the boys, or
worse to male teachers. Stop and think about what messages that gives. I hear
about this regularly.”82

There is no doubt that modest dress forms an important part in the beliefs and culture of
some pupils. In such cases it would be reasonable to expect uniform policies to provide
room to accommodate individual choice, rather than assuming a prescribed notion of
modesty over all enrolled female students.

82https://www.childcomwales.org.uk/our-work/sallys-blog/school-uniform-wars-time-for-a-rights-based-appr
oach/

81https://metro.co.uk/2016/04/18/headteacher-says-school-uniform-code-helps-protect-girls-who-are-not-ver
y-slim-against-bullying-5824907/

80 https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-norfolk-57499047
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Gender Stereotypes

“As children we instinctively pick up on design cues. Items for girls are coded with
‘decorative’ designs, even if that decoration is reduced to a few pink doodles on
the deck of her scooter. Those for boys are coded with ‘functional’ designs; from
very early on boys grasp which looks signal masculinity.”83

Grayson Perry, The Descent of Man

Do dual uniform policies idly follow convention, or should schools reassess how for girls
and for boys promotes gender marketing - and gender stereotypes? Are schools
enabling the aggressive gender coding of children's clothing by contributing to the
pointless exercise of defining uniform by sex?

Gender is more clearly differentiated today than ever before. There are lots of reasons
for this, i.e market segmentation reliant on traditional ideas about what constitutes
acceptable clothing ‘for girls’, or ‘for boys’, regardless of physical difference, simply sells
more. Gender marketing is effective, but controversial, precisely because it reinforces
very rigid and potently harmful ideas, and it does this without being overtly explicit. It
plays on ideas that are already there (gender rules), and teaches what is acceptable, and
what is not, based on your sex.

For example, when I founded Let Clothes Be Clothes in 2014, the most common
complaint we received was, what do you have against the colour pink? That a single
colour can become so synonymous with girlhood and provide such clarity on what
products are acceptable for girls (and therefore not boys), is testimony to the audacity
and success of gender marketing.

“Our genes don’t know in advance what the cultural groups' consensus will be on
the appropriate roles of men and women… Some kinds of future roles are more
likely than others across societies, certainly, but all are possibilities. And,
regardless of our biological sex, life will likely demand we all, at some point,
cherish and care for others, take risks and compete for status, resources and
lovers.”84

Cordelia Fine, Testosterone Rex

Marketing forces aren’t entirely to blame, though as a campaign group, we do have
sympathy with consumers who are blindly led down the path of gender stereotypes by

84 Fine, Cordelia. Testosterone Rex (Icon Books, 2017) Quoted on p.178

83 Perry, Grayson. The Descent of Man (Penguin, 2017) p. 49
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trusted high street brands. A lack of foresight and intervention from government has
certainly permitted irresponsible retail practices to flourish, not to mention outdated
legislation that fails to address the needs of today's children. This should not be news to
anyone, especially since gender marketing of children’s products has been cause for
discussion in parliament over the past decade, including an early day motion in 2013 by

Katy Clark MP that called on retailers to “take action to end unnecessary gender-specific
advertising” in light of children’s toys being promoted as “gender-specific.”85

Plus:

European Commission, Combating Gender Stereotypes In Education (2014)

"Action to combat gender-based stereotypes must start at a very young age and
should promote behaviour models which value individual choices of education
pathways and support equality between men and women"86

National Education Union, Stereotypes stop you doing stuff (2013)

"Challenging gender stereotypes is likely to have widely beneficial effects in terms
of improving educational and life outcomes for both genders, helping young
people and adults to have respectful and fulfilling relationships and improving
behaviour in our classrooms."87

Girl Guiding UK, Attitudes Survey Report (2017)

"Gender stereotypes are holding sway over girls as young as seven, skewing their
view of what girls and boys can achieve." 88

Women’s Human Rights and Gender Equality,  UN Human Rights Council

"Stereotypes often dictate different expectations for boys and girls, such as
completion of education and fields of study to pursue. Stereotypes are also
perpetuated in school curricula and materials, which often leads to occupational
gender segregation, with girls less likely to study and pursue careers in highly

88https://www.girlguiding.org.uk/what-we-do/our-stories-and-news/news/gender-stereotypes-impacting-beh
aviour-of-girls-as-young-as-seven/

87 https://neu.org.uk/media/2926/view

86 https://rm.coe.int/1680590fe5 2014 Report

85https://edm.parliament.uk/early-day-motion/46335/advertising-of-childrens-toys
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valued professional and traditionally male-dominated fields, such as science,
technology, engineering and mathematics."89

Advertising standards agency, Depictions, Deceptions & Harm Report (2019)

"Young children appear to be in particular need of protection from harmful
stereotypes as they are more likely to internalise the messages they see.
However, there is also significant evidence of potential harm for adults in
reinforcing already internalised messages about how they should behave and
look on account of their gender."90

What constitutes children’s clothing is largely governed by VAT Notice 714, which permits
certain clothing for children under the age of 14 years to be zero tax rated. Most of the
guidance relates to sizing, but other rules set the tone for marketing children’s products
based on a child’s sex. For example:

Shoes

“Most lines of footwear are designed for one sex or the other, either in overall
construction or by the choice of colour and trim.”91

On sale

“Keep apart from adult garments by selling it from separate shelves, racks which
are clearly marked up as ‘boys’, ‘girls’ or ‘children’s”

Dresses and Skirts

“Boys. Non applicable”

The Advertising Standards Agency can now take action over advertising that exploits or
reinforces gender stereotyping,92 but other industry bodies such as the BRC (British
Retail Consortium) who have collected signatures in a commitment to not “unduly
stereotype”93 have no teeth to act, and there are few incentives for retailers to change
practice. While some retailers have changed labels and instore signage to reflect a more
liberal approach to ‘kidswear’ or just ‘kids’ clothes, the gender code remains:

93 https://brc.org.uk/media/675044/childrenswear-guidelines-v1.pdf

92 https://www.asa.org.uk/news/ban-on-harmful-gender-stereotypes-in-ads-comes-into-force.html

91 https://www.gov.uk/guidance/vat-on-young-childrens-clothing-and-footwear-notice-714#section6

90 https://www.asa.org.uk/asset/FA0CDD1A-6453-42FF-BD2892D70C53C5E7/

89 https://www.ohchr.org/en/issues/women/wrgs/pages/genderstereotypes.aspx
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Girls Boys

Pink Blue

Princess Pirates

Flowers Football

Sociable Active

No STEM themes Lots of STEM themes

Lace trim, ribbons, frills and bows No embellishments

“Be Beautiful” “Here comes trouble”

Pretty Tough

Domestic pets Wild animals (+teeth)

Product names like “impulsive” Product names like “engineer”

“Love” “Legend”

Cursive text Bold type

Characters No women or girl characters

Fitted Baggy

Short Long

More products Cheaper products

This ‘code’, with its rigid definition of gender roles and prescribed performance, is a core
design strategy for nearly all children’s products available on the high street, including
toys, stationary, magazines, shoes, accessories, lunch boxes, birthday cards, clothing,
underwear, outerwear, hats, umbrellas, bedding and toiletries.

And, school uniform.

We regularly talk to parents who are concerned about the influence of gender marketing
on school uniform. This includes:
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Generic Trousers

TU at Sainsbury describes their boys trousers as “designed with reinforced knees, ready
to withstand the rough and tumble of the classroom”94 opposite girls trousers described
as “stylish” with a focus on being stain resistant.

Girls trousers are also more likely to be fashion focused with faux pockets, but come in a
wider variety of fabrics and fit, such as stretch jersey or ‘skinny fit’ fabric. Next for
example, has 25 school trousers for sale in their girls section, 15 of which are categorised
as ‘skinny fit,’ and include denim styles that are described as a “schoolwear staple.”95 The
boys section provides 61 trouser options (most of which include the word ‘formal’ in the
title), but still have less items described as ‘skinny.’

“I also find girls trousers very badly made. The fabric is thinner and they don’t add knee
patches. It’s so annoying. It is pointless buying girls trousers they’re not going to last.
Also shoes! I buy them both ‘boys’ shoes - although shoe retailers are improving in this
respect. The supermarkets still do shoes for girls that simply won’t take a game of
football.”
Alice

Shorts

Shorts marketed for girls, both casual and formal schoolwear, are a major headache for
parents every summer, due to a lack of choice in length, and the lengths themselves.

The shorts below are both available from John Lewis. The Girls City Shorts are visibly cut
shorter with pleats and false back pockets, and an 11-12 year pair cost £13. However, all
the pairs sold to boys are longer with corespun thread for strong seams that profess to
“take everything the school day can throw at them” and at a cheaper price of £11 to boot.

95 https://www.next.co.uk/style/st057727/734179#734179

94 https://tuclothing.sainsburys.co.uk/c/kids/boys-school-trousers?INITD=GNav-SchoolBoys-Trousers
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Marks and Spencer also had more expensive shorts for girls, £12 (age 11-12), but the boys
shorts could be bought for half the price. Likewise, George as Asda had fewer and
shorter styles for girls that were almost double the price of the boys shorts. The lack of
shorts, and the higher cost may be relative to the number of items retailers expect to sell
- i.e. they simply sell more ‘boys’ shorts, and thus can keep prices lower. This is a great
example of the pink tax in action, because there is no reason to create two versions of
the same product, and schools can alleviate this situation by not prescribing to it.

According to a twitter poll, 97.8%96 “struggled to find” shorts for girls that covered thighs
or a choice of length on the UK high street. Educational activities specialist PGL states
“shorts may be worn but they must cover the thighs”97 on their What to Wear checklist for
most of their activities (such as mountain biking, pony trekking etc) but who should bear
the responsibility for creating a scenario where girls are told to cover up?

97 https://www.pgl.co.uk/

96 24 hour poll via twitter, 473 votes https://twitter.com/letclothesbe/status/1403619313282596867
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School Shoes

Research from UN Women has shown that, at puberty, 49% of girls drop out of
sports altogether. In this context, the prejudices of children’s footwear become
meaningful and pernicious. By assuming inactivity, retailers connive in girls’ future
sporting disinheritance. It’s time to take a stand.

Are school shoes sexist? Paula Cocozza in The Guardian98

Girls' school shoes are a contentious issue for parents every August. They represent a
sizable portion of every family's back to school budget, and parents expect to get shoes
that are both smart, comfortable and durable.

The a-typical girls shoe design is open across the top of the foot with less padding and
more stereotypical motifs, such as bows, stars or flowers. By contrast, boys' shoes tend
to emulate trainer designs with full foot cover, permitting far better weather protection.
Styles sold to girls with no straps (unthinkable for boys?) are near impossible to run in,
and end up being flung off should the wearer pick up any pace. Podiatrists we spoke to
as part of our work on raising the issue of impractical ‘girls shoes,’ were concerned that in
order to make ballet flats stay put, customers buy the next size down - i.e to make them
work, you have to buy the wrong size shoe.99

At the forefront of customers' displeasure is Clarks, who, while reaping the nostalgic
awakening of many new parents who remember their first pair of clarks shoes, have
literally priced themselves so high in both cost and brand trust, that parents duly
anticipate big things. Are Clarks gender stereotypes free? No. Are they trying? Yes. Is it
working? No. Clarks are essentially trying to do two things at once, and using all the
wrong tools at the same time. A couple of years ago, Clarks started selling ‘boy gender
coded’ school shoes in their girls section, which perhaps accounts for why they currently
have 116 products available for girls, and only 47 for boys - i.e they repeat many of the
boys shoes in girls, but not the other way around. The problem for parents is that they
still only have a choice of two styles - girls or boys, because unless the gendered designs
change, it doesn’t really matter how the shoes are categorised. Children respond to
gender coding,100 and understand rules around what they are supposed to like, and not
like, from a very early age - creating a form of social dependence that is hard to break
away from.

100 https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S0193397314000689

99 https://www.letclothesbeclothes.co.uk/post/ban-casual-heels-and-wedges-for-girls-yes-here-s-why

98https://www.theguardian.com/lifeandstyle/shortcuts/2017/aug/11/why-the-battle-against-sexist-school-shoe
s-is-a-fight-worth-having
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Professor Christia Spears Brown, Parenting Beyond Pink and Blue: How to Raise Your
Kids Free of Gender Stereotypes

“Every decision that is made about a kid’s birthday theme, clothing you chose –
each decision ... comes with a social cost that the child will pay, so it is hard for
parents to throw out the rules.”101

School shoes can also evoke certain gender coded assumptions and messages through
titles, such as those used by Start-Rite below:

Boys Girls

Engineer
Rhino Warrior

Strike
Extreme
Rocket

Tarantula
Academy

Impulsive
Idol

Impress
Wish

Giggle
Hopscotch

Spirit

Engineer

“A classic cut smart school shoe,
masterminded with strength and comfort.
With modern details such as strengthened
toe and heel, riptape fastening and a sole
that has been tested with 50,000 bends
and stretches – this has been developed
for playground durability and
toughness.”102

Matilda “Angry Angels” Range

“A feminine brogue crafted in super soft
leather from our Angry Angels range.
These dainty brogues will charm those
looking for sophisticated style with
added femininity. With padded ankles
and lace up fastening for a comfortable
fit, no feet will have to suffer for their
style.”103

In a survey of 1000 families, the College of Podiatry found 55% of children had suffered
injuries by wearing shoes which are either too small or unsuitable for young feet.”104

Ballet flats for example, appear smart and elegant, and epitomise the timidity modest

104 https://www.goodto.com/family/experts-warning-wrong-shoes-for-kids-2915

103 https://www.startriteshoes.com/matilda-black-leather-girls-closed-lace-up-school-shoes
102 https://www.startriteshoes.com/engineer-black-leather-boys-rip-tape-school-shoes

101https://www.theguardian.com/lifeandstyle/2016/may/28/toys-kids-girls-boys-childhood-development-gend
er-research
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footwear suggests, but also offer almost no support and are in fact too flat, with no shock
resistance causing injury to joints.

“School shoes should also be something that can be worn outside school, rather than
forcing parents to fork out extra. Some schools seem to be very anti-trainer, and I'm not
sure why. All schools seem to want more children walking or cycling to school, and
some of the daintier 'girls school shoes' out there aren't robust enough.”

Helen

Just ban skirts and dresses?

Skirt bans continue to be deeply unpopular, encouraging on-site protests from pupils and
parents alike, as well as further skirt wearing as a form of silent solidarity.

82% of those who replied to our twitter pool said no to a ban, only 12% agreed there
should be a trousers and shorts only policy, and 6% were undecided.105

Skirts are considered not just the purview of womenswear only, but anti-masculine attire
with boys and men ridiculed, or considered a spectacle, for dabbling in. This is
particularly pertinent to the sale of ‘girls trousers’ and ‘boys trousers,’ since it is generally
accepted that girls can wear boys clothing, but boys can’t wear girls.

“Findings revealed that although most perceptions and expressions about gender
were regulated by stereotypical norms, there was a growing acceptability for girls
to wear boyish clothes and engage in stereotypical masculine activities such as
playing soccer/football. However, there was no comparable acceptance of boys
engaging in traditional feminine behaviors. Across all sites, challenging gender
norms was often found to lead to verbal, physical, and/or psychological
retribution.”106

Study featured in the Journal of Adolescent Health (2017)

When we discuss gender-neutral marketing, it often elicits raised eyebrows from those
with more conservative and rigid definitions of how everyone should dress, based on
sex. Purely cultural, such attitudes ignore variation of dress over time and across cultures.

106 https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1054139X17303312

105 https://twitter.com/letclothesbe/status/1404045462269829125 based on 850 total votes
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We are a long way off seeing boys in school skirts as the norm, but it's important to
question why boys face such condemnation for failing to conform to gender roles and
expectations of manhood - particularly if they go near the girls clothing aisle.

“As young men we are constantly riding those gender boundaries, checking the
fences we have constructed on the perimeter, making sure that nothing even
remotely feminine might show through.”107

Sociologist Michael Kimmel, Masculinity as Homophobia (1997)

“My daughter prefers dresses, she has sensory issues and seems to dislike anything
tight around her tummy. She struggles with underwear, never mind an extra layer on
top of that.”

Marie

“For sensory reasons my daughter will not wear trousers, without skirts she wouldn’t
have a uniform option she could tolerate.”

Valentina

“My daughter's school is pretty easy going, the girls can wear either skirts or trousers
and the rest of the uniform is the same, shirt, tie, blazer. The skirt however is £26! My
daughter prefers skirts over trousers, she finds them most comfortable.”

Heather

Data Gap

“The (data) gap is not a conspiracy, it's not deliberate, and it's not malicious. It is
the result of this bias that all of us have where we think of men as the neutral
universal sex, and women as a sort of atypical, complicating factor.”

Caroline Criado Perez discussing “Invisible Women - Exposing Data Bias in a
World Designed for Men.108

The Department for Education has used three different reports (with very different
figures) to understand cost and get an average figure of what parents pay per pupil.

108 https://www.forbes.com/sites/shaheenajanjuhajivrajeurope/2020/04/08/data-bias-is-everyones-problem/

107 https://psycnet.apa.org/record/1997-97379-006
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These reports have fed into the House of Commons briefing paper for the new Education
(Guidance about costs of School Uniform) Bill 2019-21, which is due to focus on making
school uniform cheaper for parents in England.

Department for Education Report Costs of School Uniform (2015)109

Based on research carried out in 2007, and 2015, the baseline figure for average cost of
school uniform per pupil is £212.88, with higher costs anticipated for secondary uniform
and only a £10 disparity between boys and girls uniform. It is this figure that prevents any
concern regarding significant divergence of cost based on sex.

The report was conducted via a daytime telephone survey (February to March) which
asked respondents (1200 parents) to recall uniform purchased from September up to the
date of the interview. Four uniform items (including boys only, and girls only items) were
chosen at random to form the basis of questions around cost and quantity of items
purchased, in the hope this would speed up the process. Respondents were profiled on
income, number of children, ethnicity, working and marital status, and were asked to talk
about one child only - chosen based on the closest birthday to the date of the call.

Here's what the report does not look at:

● Average number of items bought based on buying for a girl, or a boy
● The report includes items referred to as ‘boys only’ and ‘girls only’ but doesn’t

state how costs were calculated based on each uniform
● The reality of so much variation between schools
● Whether parents of girls bought summer uniform at Easter (a seasonal dress for

girls required by some schools)
● Does not factor in tights at all - which are 6 times more expensive than socks (i.e,

girls need to buy both tights and socks)
● Lists jumpers, sweatshirts and cardigans together - all of which are priced

differently, cardigans being on average the most expensive (and sold primarily to
girls.) For example at George Asda, you can buy a pack of two school sweatshirts
for £8, but cardigans (in the girls section) are £12 for two.

● Discrepancies on account of gender marketing, or schools that required very
different standard items (not listed as boys or girls only) such as ‘girls trousers.’

109https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/43657
6/RR474_Cost_of_school_uniform.pdf
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Schoolwear Association 2020 Costs of School Uniform110

The Schoolwear Association represents retailers, manufacturers and others involved in
the supply of school uniform, and their 2020 report found the “compulsory school
uniform cost” to average at £101.19 per pupil.

The Schoolwear Association Policy Report, Shining a Light on School Uniform111 makes no
reference or recommendations about girls' school uniform (or uniform policies that define
separate dress for girls and boys), despite almost every image that illustrates the report
depicting a girl in a fundamentally different uniform to boys.

For example:

Both pupils are drawn wearing a branded blazer, school tie and white collared shirt.

The male figure wears a grey v-neck jumper, dark trousers and dark full cover shoes.

Just from looking at the female figure, we know that her uniform costs more. Her
cardigan will be more expensive than the boys jumper, her skirt will cost around the

111https://schoolwearassociation.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/WA-Schoolwear-Association-Policy-Rep
ort-spreads-2.pdf

110 Schoolwear Association, Largest survey of school uniform prices reveals £100 basket cost, 3 March
2020
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same as the blazer both are wearing and she will be required to wear either socks or
thick denier tights (though neither are depicted)

How practical and durable will those flimsy school shoe flats actually be? Will the young
women pictured need modesty shorts, or a bra colour that matches the shirt? This is
the uniform requirement for the skirt, but is the trouser uniform for girls different?

The average picture is not so clear at all.

Children’s Society Reports (2015, 2018 and 2020)

The Children’s Society report The Wrong Blazer112 features a survey of about 1000
parents across the UK, and found the average cost of secondary school uniform to be
£337 per year, and £315 for primary, and on average these costs were more than three
times higher than what parents thought was a reasonable expenditure for school
clothing.

While the Children’s Society does touch on many of the issues we highlight, the report
fails to consider the logical consequence of forcing parents to adhere to a ‘for girls’, or
‘for boys’ policy. Parents who have children of opposing sex will have to buy two lots of
the same uniform, i.e they pay double because they can’t pass down between siblings.

As a mum with two daughters, I am grateful that we could pass down school uniform,
from our oldest daughter to our youngest, and both save on cost and landfill.

Schools also play into the hands of gender marketing by insisting pupils need ‘girls
trousers’ and ‘boys trousers’ often sold with gender coded clues such as lace trimmed
pockets and metal charms.

My children's secondary (school) has shirt, tie, trousers for boys and skirt, gingham
blouse in house colours for girls. My daughter feels that they are expected to be
decorative in their 'pretty' green, pink, yellow or blue checked blouses. We have to buy
them from the specialist shop at £15 EACH! It's outdated and discriminatory and bloody
expensive.”

Julie

112https://www.childrenssociety.org.uk/information/professionals/resources/the-wrong-blazer
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The report includes a statement from a parent about incorrect shoes:

“My oldest daughter, they sent her home and said she wasn’t allowed to come
back until she had the correct shoes. So then I had to write a letter to say that we’ll
be able to get some in a week or so, I didn’t have any money.”113

The gender code dictates girls' school shoes are more likely to be fashion-led, whereas
boys shoes will be designed and marketed based on being practical and long lasting. In
2014 Emma Dixon started a petition114 (which accumulated over 20’000 signatures) that
questioned the logic - and message - behind girls' shoes at Clarks marketed behind the
tagline “Because girls love comfort and style, we design both into our shoes” opposite
“because boys test their shoes to destruction, so do we.”115

Caroline Povey, who also challenged Clarks Shoes on the same issue in 2016, stated:

“After properly examining the selection of girls shoes available at a range of
shops, I soon realised that very few of the shoes in the girls school section were
designed with active kids in mind….. so I then bought her some ‘boys’ shoes! Off
she went to school and came back that evening very excited that she could run
‘really fast’ in her new shoes. However by the end of the next day, she no longer

wanted to be the only girl wearing ‘boys’ shoes.”116

All of the reports we looked at that examined the cost of school uniform made noise
about branded items - i.e, pricing is far more competitive when clothing can be bought
anywhere and does not require specific patterns, logos or labelling. How sustainable are
shirts priced at £2.70? The full cost of cheap, mass produced school clothing is only
something schools are now getting to grips with, but given the choice of a logoed school
bag at £20, and a generic one at £10 - which are families most likely to choose?

“The school uniform should be easily available for parents to purchase and
schools should seek to select items that can be purchased cheaply, for example in
a supermarket or other good value shop.”117

117 https://researchbriefings.files.parliament.uk/documents/CBP-8414/CBP-8414.pdf

116https://www.change.org/p/clarks-make-school-shoes-for-girls-that-are-sporty-durable-and-suitable-for-acti
ve-kids

115https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2661975/Parents-attack-sexist-Clarks-shoe-ads-Posters-use-blue
-tree-climbing-boys-pink-girls-love-comfort-style.html

114https://www.change.org/p/remove-outdated-sexist-signage-from-clarksshoes-shops-letshoesbeshoes/u/7
400275

113 Ibid. p.8
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UK Education (Guidance about Costs of School Uniforms) Act 2021

When discussing the cost of branded items, we found reference to blazers, sweatshirts
and ties only, perhaps reasoning that these are items all children will be expected to buy,
and that since nearly all school trousers are bought generic (without branding), girls
school skirts would be too.

The one report that did consider trousers and skirts in this context, was included in the
Charter for Change report, following a number of workshops which held discussions with
both girls and boys about uniform.

“Some schools however insisted upon expensive compulsory items of clothing
such as blazers, tailored and logoed trousers, skirts of a specific length, and
jumpers and polo-shirts with stitched school logos. Often these items could only
be purchased through the school shop.”

The dress requirement below, for a girls academy status school (#19, South East) is an
example of branded uniform in action. All the items “must be purchase from our school
uniform outfitters.”

Item Price as per school uniform
outfitters website

Tartan, knee-length, kilt * £39.95 - 46.94

Navy blue, straight leg and full length, tailored
trousers *

No casual style, lycra material or tight fitting

£30.95 - £37.95

Navy blue jumper with the school logo * £26.95 - 33.95

Blue school blouse with revere collar with RGS
logo on the collar *

£24.95 - 31.95 (2 x pack)

Blazer with badge * £29.95 - 38.95
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The girls skirts and trousers are both more expensive than the traditional blazer, which
you would (conceivably) only need to purchase one of each school year. However, 2015
government figures suggest you would need (on average) 2 skirts/trousers, 2 jumpers
and 4 blouses.

15 minutes walk from this school is another academy (#20) where boys and girls are
asked to wear simple smart black trousers - available at most supermarkets from an
average £7 per pair. We found evidence of schools wording policies such as, “Girls
trousers can only be purchased from (named supplier), and these are the only trousers
acceptable for schoolwear'118' opposite boys policies where the named supplier was
merely recommended or the expectation was any generic trousers will do.

Accessibility of uniform is also a key factor in cost, because it allows you to shop around
for the best price. In this example (#23), the parents are required to purchase the girls
trousers from supplier 1, and the boys from supplier 2.

Girls Boys

Navy skirt with red trim £24.70 - 29.64

Trousers Navy Trutex Bootcut (available
from named supplier 1) “Please do not
buy any other style or models”

Girls fitted blouse in apple green
£20.99-30.59 (for a pack of 2)

Charcoal Trousers (2 specific styles,
available from named supplier 2)

Plain white shirt

Parents of boys could also buy generic white shirts anywhere (often available in large
multi-packs), whereas girls were expected to purchase ‘apple green blouses’ from one of
the named suppliers at a cost of between £20.99 and £30.59 for a pack of 2.

“The shirt is apple green, of an incredibly specific style and only available from one
shop, at £30 for a pack of two. The boys, meanwhile, have a non-specific white shirt
you can get from anywhere you like, commonly available these days at Tesco, Asda,
Argos, etc for around a fiver for 2. The girls can wear a skirt or trousers, but mine only
ever wanted to wear the skirt, which is again incredibly specific and only available from

118 School #24
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one store, at £30 a pop. Should she have opted to wear trousers, the website gives
one choice from one shop and a warning to “please do not buy any other style or
models”. Those are £20. The boys, meanwhile, have a choice of 4 named styles
available from any online uniform shop, are not subject to a warning not to buy any
others, and the styles are so non-specific that in practice the parents can just buy
anything that looks like it from Tesco, Asda, etc.”

Lucy

It should be one list for all and you can choose. However my son’s secondary school
has separate for everything including PE. Even going into “boys must have football
boots” and girls not. The girls uniform at my son’s school is 3x the price as it has logos
on everything, whereas the boys I can go to Asda for the most part.”

Sara

Case Study - West Midlands Mixed High School #26

School #26 is an inner-city Church of England secondary school with just over 1000
pupils. Ranked 20 out of 152 for most deprived local authority, 1 in 3 of the city's children
live in poverty.

School 26
West
Midlands

Navy blue Trutex back vent or
Trutex Flick pleat skirt
Or Navy blue trutex classic
trousers (must be worn with a
blazer)
Skinny fit trousers are not allow
Pink check, long sleeve blouse
with round collar
Plain navy blue blazer (not black)
with school badge sewn on
Navy or white socks, plain
black/skin tone tights

Plain black blazer with school
badge sewn on
Plain black trousers
Plain white shirt
School tie
Black, grey or navy socks
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Parents of girls pay almost £40 more when uniform (as per below) is bought via the
schools recommended suppliers.

£74.47

1 x Black Blazer

Tie x 1

1 x Black Trousers

2 x White Shirt

1 x V-Neck Grey Jumper

£112.46

1 x Navy Blazer

1 x Trutex Skirt

1 x Blue Trutex Trousers

2 x Pink Blouse

1 x Grey Crew Neck Jumper

For parents willing to trek the inordinate two mile distance from school to their local Asda
Superstore, costs end up looking more like this:

Boys
£46.90

Girls
£97.47

Even if you take into account parents getting the choice of a trousers OR skirt uniform,
girls can still expect to pay £32 more for the basic uniform.

Plus, these figures are based on only buying 2 long or short sleeve blouses, and since
the girls blouse can only be purchased in pink with a rounded revere style collar at
£27.99 for 2, the cost for girls really starts to rocket.

Based on buying 4 shirts/blouses for the year, this price rises to:

Boys
£51.30

Girls
£125.46

We spoke to a group of parents and pupils at the school who said:
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“Many of the kids who go here aren’t rich or well off. Uniforms should definitely be
cheaper for boys and girls.”

Calum, Age 12

“Children come from all over (city), it's an inner city school and I’ve met parents
who have struggled with the cost of the girls' uniform. I’m surprised the school can
get away with it to be honest.”

Emily, Parent

We also compared other secondary schools in the area, and all of them painted a similar
picture. For example, the nearest all girls school (#27) use the same recommended
supplier, where navy red-pinstripe skirts are priced from £27.50 to 29.99, and trousers
(with the same pinstripe) from £29.99 to £34.99. About 2 miles away, girls and boys at
another high school (#28) can wear plain “bought from anywhere” black trousers.

Case Study - North West Girls Secondary School #1A and #1B

We also compared the cost of uniform for children who attend a single sex girls school,
and compared rules with those of the nearest single sex boys school. In the case of
schools #1A and #1B in the North West, they are neighbours (but separate) and referred
to as next door by parents and pupils alike.

For girls, the uniform is described on the schools website as “non negotiable” and has a
seasonal mode of dress, requiring girls to wear a long sleeve blue blouse with navy skirt
and thick tights in the winter, and short sleeve blue blouse with navy skirt and white ankle
socks in the summer.

The school also has a blazer and jumper with the school badge, and specifies the skirt as
“Trutex Navy Back Vent 20” to 22” in length.

Based on purchasing a standard supply of uniform for a year 7 pupil via the schools
uniform shops (branded items in bold), there’s not a huge amount of difference until you
start introducing generic items.

School 1A Girls School 1B Boys

1 x Blazer (with badge)
1 x Jumper (with badge)
2 x Navy Trutex “Back Vent” Skirt

1 x Blazer (with badge)
1 x Jumper (no badge)
2 x Black Trousers
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2 x Pale Blue S/S Revere Blouse
2 x Pale Blue L/S Revere Blouse
6 x Black Opaque Tights
(average £8 for 3)
White Ankle Socks
(average cost 7 pairs £7)

4 x Plain White Shirt (S/S or L/S)
House Tie
Grey or Black Socks
(average cost 7 pairs for £7)

Purchased
via the school shop

£124 £113

Purchased via the recommended local
uniform shop

£140 same

Purchased via the local supermarket
where permitted to do so

(i.e non-branded or specific items)

£126 £85

The boys school also offers a free “basic bundle” for first years of blazer, tie, rugby shirt,
polo top, shorts and socks, for all children in receipt of free school meals. Plus by having
more generic items, clothing such as white shirts and black trousers can be found more
readily available, not just on the high street, but at charity shops and second hand
uniform initiatives. Children are also far more likely to make use of black trousers and
white shirts (the cornerstone of kids formal wear) at special occasions and family events,
such as weddings.

Boys in plain black trousers are also unlikely to face stringent policing over length and fit,
eliciting attention in the same way a short or ill-fitting skirt would. For example, in Girls &
Sex, Peggy Orentsein notes:

“Boys run afoul of dress codes when they flout authority: “hippy” defying the
establishment, “thugs” in saggy pants. For girls, the issue is sex. Enforcing
modesty is considered a way both to protect and contain young women’s
sexuality.”119

We found no evidence of boys being made to exhibit their poorly executed uniform
standards in front of their peers, but it would be unreasonable to suggest it doesn’t

119 Orenstein, Peggy. Girls & Sex (One World, 2016) p.9
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happen. The fact that modest skirt lengths are the unspoken law of girls uniform
standards, not only polices girls' bodies, but represents an additional burden of cost -
after all children grow more upwards, than outwards. Are all girls to be treated as defying
schools with perpetual hem raising, or can we permit some wriggle room that actually,
like trousers, pupils haven’t had the chance or finances to purchase new uniform.

Current uniform culture is explicitly driven by convention and discipline, but bubbling
away under the surface are very traditional, misogynistic ideas about girls and young
women. These attitudes have been allowed to fester long enough under the guise of
girls and boys having separate uniforms - without enough being done to question why?
Does it save on costs? Does it promote equality and foster acceptance between, and
about the sexes? Should we continue to allow girls' bodies to be seen as the problem?

Sexual harassment should not be part of a girls life, but for most girls, it will be. School
clothing, in any form, is not going to prevent that any more than short skirts encourage it.
Modesty is just another way of saying that sexual abuse is the fault or actions of girls,
rather than directing blame where it actually belongs - at the perpetrator.

Schools have a responsibility to treat children equally, and encourage an atmosphere of
equality through gender equal policies. Why should uniform be exempt? Would it be
unreasonable to mandate all female staff wear skirts, and all male staff wear trousers?

School uniforms are not there to punish girls, but too many policies are failing them.

Francesca Cambridge Mallen, Lead Campaigner for Let Clothes Be Clothes

This report is dedicated to the efforts and commitment of the Wirral Girls and Jess Insall

The authors declare that there is no conflict of interest.

Prices included in the report are correct as of 15-06-21
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Recommended Resources

The Wrong Blazer, Children’s Society Report (2020)

This report provides updated findings on rising school uniform costs in the UK. It
highlights how unnecessarily high uniform costs have negative impacts on
children, including children being sent home from school or affecting what school
their parents choose for them. It calls on the government to change the law on
uniform policy to make schools give highest priority to cost.

Stereotypes stop you doing stuff, National Education Union (2013)

This booklet provides an overview of how the different schools looked at the
impact of gender stereotypes on young people and considered how they could
begin to unsettle some of the established assumptions about what girls and boys
might like or do.

Depictions, Perceptions & Harm, Advertising Standards Agency (2020)

This report considers whether, in line with their regulatory objectives, CAP and the
ASA are doing enough to address the potential for harm or offence arising from
the inclusion of gender stereotypes in ads.

Combating Stereotypes Through Education, Council of Europe (2014)

The history of gender stereotyping which has led to inequalities between men and
women, is long and complex and it is recognised that legislation, though crucial,
and positive actions alone do not necessarily achieve de facto gender equality. A
conscious effort on the part of society to change attitudes and to accommodate
differences is a prerequisite for an inclusive society.

Links to further resources can be found on the Let Clothes Be Clothes
website by clicking here
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